We present the observed evolution in the stellar mass density locked up in giant galaxies over 0.8 < z < 2 measured by the near-infrared selected, spectroscopically complete, Gemini Deep Deep Survey. This is deeper and covers more area than previous surveys and we find a great abundance of massive, old galaxies at z >> 1. The cosmological mass density in the most massive objects (M ⋆ > 10 10.8 M ⊙ ) declines only very slowly to z = 2. In contradiction to the paradigm of standard hierarchical formation based models, the bulk of the stellar mass in large galaxies was assembled at high redshifts rather than recently. We find no evidence for a dependence of the evolutionary rate on mass, again in contrast with a hierarchical assembly picture. The mass density follows an evolutionary path whose shape agrees well with that independently determined from integration of previous measurements of cosmic star-formation history. This represents the first precision measurement of mass assembly over 1 < z < 2 and demonstrates that new ingredients are essential in models of galaxy formation to push back the epoch of star-formation in giant galaxies to higher redshifts.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental prediction of our current hierarchical paradigm of galaxy formation is that massive galaxies form from an assembly of smaller units (Blumenthal, Faber, Primack, & Rees 1984) .
In this paradigm the most massive objects form last, driven by the merging history of their dark matter haloes. The model succeeds in describing the appearance of large scale structure, but the evolutionary history of massive galaxies presents problems for this scenario. For example, our Milky Way has not undergone significant mass-building via merging in 10 Gyr (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002) (although M31 may have, e.g. Ferguson et al. (2002) ) and direct observations of the abundance of massive galaxies at z = 1 indicate they are fully formed both in terms of size and stellar mass at this epoch (Lilly et al. 1998; Brinchmann & Ellis 2000; Im et al. 2002) .
It is now possible to explore the evolution of galaxy mass beyond z = 1 observationally. Most previous work on the z > 1 universe has concentrated on rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) selected samples for spectroscopic studies (Steidel et al. 1999) . The bright UV emission from high star-formation rate (SFR) systems makes it relatively straightforward to secure spectra on 8m class telescopes, but star-formation in galaxies is a stochastic phenomena and correlates poorly with mass (Brinchmann et al. 2003) . The most massive galaxies in the local universe are giant ellipticals and they have very weak UV emission (Lotz, Ferguson, & Bohlin 2000) which makes them difficult to detect at z > 1. Direct determination of dynamical mass requires spatially resolved velocity measurements of galaxies -this has been done out to z = 1 (Vogt et al. 1997; Gebhardt et al. 2003) but has proved too observationally challenging at higher redshifts due to the signal:noise limitations of resolved studies and lack of suitable instrumentation. It is not clear that the light from galaxies is distributed uniformly enough to provide a reliable velocity probe of the dark halo at z > 1 (Bershady & Andersen 2001 ).
An alternate approach to probing the mass evolution of galaxies which has come to the fore in recent years is the use of near-infrared (NIR) light, in particular the rest-frame K-band (2.2 µm), as a tracer of the stellar mass locked up in galaxies. In the local and z < 1 Universe stellar mass correlates extremely well with dynamical mass (McGaugh et al. 2000; Brinchmann & Ellis 2000) . To predict stellar mass evolution galaxy formation models based on cosmological numerical simulations must be augmented with analytical star-formation recipes, (Cole et al. 1994) , which is rather computation intensive. Consequently, predictions based on 'semi-analytic' models (SAM) that adopt simplified prescriptions for various heating and cooling processes in interstellar medium (ISM) dominate the theoretical aspect of the field (Kauffmann & Charlot 1998; Baugh et al. 2003) .
The K-band light in galaxies is dominated by the old, evolved stellar populations in galaxies and is little affected by transient star-formation (Rix & Rieke 1993) . To a good approximation the total K-band light traces the accumulation of stellar mass; equivalently one can say that the stellar massto-light ratio (M/L) is nearly constant with little dependence on the previous star-formation history (SFH). In fact M/L K varies only ×2 between extremely young and extremely old galaxy spectral energy distributions (SEDs), while M/L B can vary by more than a factor of 10 (Bell et al. 2003) . The ultraviolet M/L varies tremendously, because the UV light is dominated by the instantaneous SFR (e.g. Glazebrook et al. (1999) ) rather than the total stellar mass and can reach val-ues as low as 1%. Moreover the shape of rest-frame NIR galaxy spectra are almost independent of star-formation history. Thus observed-frame K-band selection and mass estimates remain robust out to z ∼ 2; it is only for z 3 when the light below 5000Å enters the K-band that this relationship begins to break down (Mannucci et al. 2001) .
Observations of the galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) via K-band light represent an alternate way of viewing Universal star-formation as a function of redshift which has previously been determined from the UV (Madau et al. 1996; Lilly, Le Fevre, Hammer, & Crampton 1996; Steidel et al. 1999 ) of cosmic SFR-z. Broadly speaking, the integral of cosmic SFR over time must correspond to the accumulated stellar mass density. Since these are measured in completely different ways (e.g. UV luminosity density and Hα for SFR; Glazebrook et al. (1999) ) they represent independent constraints on cosmic stellar evolution. The UV SFR measurements appear to indicate that at least 50% of the stellar mass in galaxies formed over 1 < z < 2; a regime we can now probe observationally. A notable point is that Kband measurements of mass are largely unaffected by dust, firstly because the NIR is intrinsically less extinguished, and secondly because long-lived evolved stars no longer occupy dusty regions. This contrasts with UV SFR measurements where the dust correction is a factor of ∼6 upwards, and represents a considerable uncertainty (Steidel et al. 1999) .
The MUNICS survey (Drory et al. 2001 ) has estimated the galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) tip at z = 1 from a K < 19 photometric redshift ('photo-z') sample (calibrated with K < 17 redshifts) and find some evidence of growth since z = 1. Bell et al. (2003) infer a ×2 growth in stellar mass since z ∼ 1.3 from their photometric analysis of the COMBO-17 survey. Dickinson et al. (2003) has estimated the evolution of the integrated GSMF (which is equivalent to Ω ⋆ ) at z > 1 using deep K-band imaging and photometric redshifts of the Hubble Deep Field (HDF) North. They found broad agreement of Ω ⋆ (z) measured with that inferred from the integration of UV-derived cosmic SFH (though see below); however this suffered from a very small sky area (5 arcmin 2 ) and did not cover the 1 < z < 2 region well. At z = 2.7 Dickinson et al. measure a stellar mass density that is only 10-15% of the present value. Fontana et al. (2003) used a similar photometric approach in the HDF South and found twice as many massive galaxies, in excess of SAM predictions, but the HDF-N comparison highlighted the large cosmic variance associated with such small survey areas.
In this paper we present the evolution in the galaxy stellar mass function determined from the Gemini Deep Deep Survey, which covers a much larger area than previous studies, samples multiple sight-lines and identifies massive galaxies spectroscopically to z 2. Throughout we adopt a cosmology of Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω M = 0.3 and H 0 = 70km s −1 Mpc −1 .
METHODS
The Gemini Deep Deep Survey (GDDS) is an infraredselected (K < 20.6 mag) ultra-deep spectroscopic survey of 0.8 < z < 2 galaxies. The GDDS sample selection, experimental design and catalog are described in great detail in Abraham et al. (2004) ('Paper I') and will only be described briefly here. The primary sample was drawn from the 1-square degree Las Campanas Infrared Survey (McCarthy et al. 2001; Chen et al. 2003) and consisted of galaxies with K < 20.6 and I < 24.5 selected with photometric redshift cuts to exclude most of the z < 0.8 foreground (in the z < 1 regime the photometric redshifts are extremely reliable; Chen et al. (2003) ). At I < 24.5 mag the selection is virtually color complete even for the reddest Kselected galaxies (only 10 of the K < 20.6 galaxies in our entire survey area have I > 24.5). Spectra of 301 galaxies were obtained in four 30 arcmin 2 fields. Exposures of > 30 hours per field were taken using the 8.1m Gemini North telescope using the 'nod & shuffle' sky-removal technique (Glazebrook & Bland-Hawthorn 2001) to secure optical spectra good enough for redshift identification (79% completeness) and spectral classification. Galaxies with colors and spectra of both old and young stellar populations are identified out to z ≃ 1.8. Example spectra of old systems are are presented in Paper I (Abraham et al. 2004 ) and Paper IV (McCarthy et al. 2004) , while examples of blue galaxy spectra are shown in Paper II (Savaglio et al. 2004) .
The sample used here is based on Table 4 of Paper I, to which the reader is referred for details. We only consider galaxies with redshifts between 0.5 < z < 2 (240 galaxies). For galaxies with redshift confidence classes >= 2 (88% of the sample in this redshift range), we adopt the spectroscopic redshifts in Table 4 ; for the remainder (12% of the sample) with either no redshifts or very low-confidence redshifts, we use the LCIRS photometric redshift as derived by Chen et al. The core sample for the mass function analysis has K < 20.6 and 0.8 < z < 2 (150 galaxies; 89% spectroscopic completeness); as described in Paper I, the GDDS was designed around this magnitude limit and redshift range.
The sampling of galaxies in the GDDS is not completely homogeneous in the sense that when designing spectroscopic masks a higher priority was given to red galaxies than to blue galaxies. To account for this, Paper I gives 'sampling weights', which are the spectroscopic selection probability as a function of I − K and K. These are referenced to the full wide-area LCIRS fields and so also account approximately for the effect of cosmic variance. We also note that the GDDS survey areas were selected as be neither particularly under or over-dense in highly clustered red objects (Daddi et al. 2003; McCarthy et al. 2001) .
For each galaxy we derive the most likely stellar mass and a range of uncertainty. These are derived from fitting model spectral-energy distributions (SED) to the galaxy optical-IR colors in order to determine the M/L K ratio, and hence the mass. We note that a variety of approaches to accomplish this have been described in the literature (e.g. Brinchmann & Ellis (2000) which vary in the level of detail in which they treat star formation. For example, Cole et al (2001) used a simple set of monotonic star-formation histories with a varying e-folding timescale and a fixed dust law. A potential problem is posed by the fact that real galaxies have more complex SFHs, for example a recent starburst can make an old galaxy temporarily bluer and lead to an underestimate of M/L using this method. One approach to attempt to account for this is to introduce a second young SED component (e.g. Fontana et al. (2003) ) superimposed on the old population; this can be computationally expensive depending on the amount of freedom allowed for the second component.
In a spectroscopic sample there is no degeneracy between SED model fitting and photometric redshift (which is also based on SED fitting). We adopt two-component fitting (using PEGASE.2 (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997) to calculate spectra) in order to be able to assess the possible biases due to starbursts on the calculated masses and allow a range of dust extinction (0 ≤ A V <≤ 2 mag) and metallicity (0.0004 ≤ Z ≤ 0.02). The primary component is modeled using SFR ∝ exp(−t/τ ) with τ =0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 & 500 Gyr. (The first approximates an instantaneous starburst and the last a constant SFR). The secondary component is a starburst, modeled with a τ = 0.1 Gyr exponential, which can occur at any time and have a mass between 10 −4 and twice that of the parent. We use the Baldry & Glazebrook (2003) Initial Mass Function (IMF) which has the same high-mass slope as Salpeter (1955) (thus fitting galaxy colors well), but which has a break at 1M ⊙ (providing more realistic M/L values).
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We fit the model spectra to the V Iz ′ K photometry in the observed frame of each galaxy. This color set is available for all galaxies and covers rest-frame UV-NIR. We do not include the actual spectra (apart from the redshift information) in the fits because of variable quality and signal:noise 11 . Monte Carlo simulations based on the photometric errors were used to calculate distributions of best fitting parameters. Full details of this methodology will be given in a future paper, where we will explore the distribution functions and mutual dependence of fitted parameters (including masses, SFRs and burst strengths). At present we wish only to emphasize that the stellar masses are robust against all these details. Typically, we find the masses are fitted to ±0.17 dex in the K < 20.6 sample. Using the fitting machinery to investigate the effect of different assumptions about metallicity, dust and bursts we find that the largest effect is due to bursts. If we disallowed bursts then the masses typically decrease by only 0.2 dex. In fact we find qualitatively the same scientific results even if we assume M/L K to be a constant; the findings presented below are simply driven by the presence of numerous K ∼ 20 galaxies at z > 1.5.
RESULTS
We begin our discussion of the results from the GDDS by showing two plots which show where the massive galaxies occur in redshift/color/K space. Figures 1 and 2 shows the mass and observed I − K color or our sample as a function of redshift. Symbol sizes and colors in Figure 1 are keyed to I-band and K-band magnitude, respectively. In Figure 2 symbol sizes are keyed to mass, and symbol colors are keyed to spectral classification (using the system defined in Paper I).
The following trends are apparent from these figures:
1. The GDDS identifies massive galaxies to z = 2, even when they are very red (I − K > 4). For comparison, the local galaxy characteristic mass (M * in a Schechter (1976) function) is plotted in Figure 1 ; this is 10 10.9 M ⊙ (the value in Cole et al. 2003 converted to our cosmology & IMF).
2. At z > 1 there is an increasing abundance of blue galaxies. Some of these are quite massive and are discussed in Paper II. However 60% of the mass at 1.2 < z < 1.8 is in objects with colors redder than a Scd (star symbols in Figure 2 ). 10 To a good approximation M/L K (BG) = 0.55M/L K (SP ) (accurate to a few percent independently of the SFH). Similarly SFR (BG03 for const. UV) = 0.52× SFR(SP for const. UV) on average (with only a 1.5% variation over 1500Å-2000Å). Thus using the BG03 IMF facilitates easy comparison with Salpeter based analyses while being more physically motivated than, for example, the 'diet-Salpeter' IMF of Bell et al. (2003) . 11 In GDDS Paper IV (McCarthy et al . 2004) we investigate fitting the spectra and photometry both together and separately for the best spectra 0.6 0.8 1. -Observed frame I − K colors of GDDS galaxies vs redshift for the K < 20.6 sample. The symbol size is keyed to the mass. The symbol shape is keyed to optical V − I color (circles are redder than a model Coleman, Wu, & Weedman (1980) Sbc template at each redshift) and the symbol color is keyed to the spectral classification. Open symbols are photometric redshifts. Model tracks are shown for passive evolution through to const. SFR, for synthetic galaxies which form at z = 10.
3. There is a large contribution to the stellar mass from galaxies which our spectra confirm have old stellar populations. These are the systems classed as 001 and 011 in the system defined in Paper I, and are shown using red symbols in Figure 2 . They are not simply red due to dust; photospheric features from evolved stars are seen in their spectra, confirming that genuine old stellar populations dominate this population (see Paper IV for more details on this). At 1.2 < z < 1.8 25% of the mass is locked up in these systems.
We next compute the cumulative mass density per unit vol-ume in each redshift bin down to various mass thresholds, following the standard V max formalism for a K < 20.6 limit, and using the weights from Paper I (which are normalized to 554.7 arcmin 2 ). We use K-corrections from our individual SED fits, but find the results are identical if we use different K-corrections.
The cumulative mass density as a function of redshift and mass limit is plotted in Figure 3 and tabulated in Table 1 . Although a K-selected sample is a good proxy for a massselected sample, it is still necessary to consider incompleteness as a function of M/L. To do this we compute the maximum possible M/L at each redshift for a model galaxy as old as the Universe which formed all its stars at once. This M/L is converted to a mass limit via the K = 20.6 limit and the K-correction. This limit is log(M/M ⊙ ) = 10.10, 10.30, 10.45, 10.70 for z =1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 2. The reddest possible objects are only visible for bins with masses above these limits. Objects which are bluer (lower M/L) can be seen to a lower mass than these limits. Since the particular bins which encompass these limits may be missing red objects the calculated densities are plotted as lower limits in Figure 3 . The error bars are calculated from shot noise on the number of galaxies in each bin. We have assessed the effect of the mass fitting errors on the mass densities with our Monte-Carlo methods; this is not a significant source of error. In every bin spectroscopic redshifts dominate the mass budget except only for the 1.6 < z < 2 and M > 10 10.8 M ⊙ bin where 50% of the redshifts are photometric. However even if we re-analyze the entire sample throwing out all photometric redshifts the same scientific result is obtained. We have also checked the effect of cosmic variance (very important for red galaxies which are highly clustered; McCarthy et al. (2001) by splitting the sample in to two using different fields; the mass density results are always consistent with each other and the total sample. This agrees with tests we have made drawing sample GDDS surveys from the LCIRS catalogs.
The fundamental finding from the data in Figure 3 is that the mass density in large galaxies declines only slowly at highredshift. At z = 1 the mass densities are about 80% of their local value; at z = 2 this becomes 30%. Overlaid on Figure 3 (shaded region) is the range of estimates for the growth of total stellar mass based on the integral (using PEGASE.2) of the observed SFR-z relationship. These are based on the points from Figure 9 of Steidel et al 1999 using the analytic fit of Cole et al. (2001) with and without extinction correction. We confirm the result of Cole et al. (2001) that an extinction correction is essential for UV SFR estimates to be consistent with stellar mass measurements; we have now extended this finding from the local Universe to z = 2. Given this dust correction the shape of the decline of stellar mass is in good agreement with the UV prediction and it is independent of the mass cut. However it is possible from our data that the mass density could be still higher indicating that UV selection could missing some of the SFR at z > 2 (see Franx et al. (2003) for findings along this line). In our own sample UV selection certainly misses a lot of the mass which must then form at higher redshift.
We also plot the predictions from a fairly standard semianalytic model (SAM) of hierachical galaxy formation converted to our IMF. We choose the GALFORM models (Granato et al. 2000; Baugh et al. 2003) as representing the paradigm of late formation; these reproduce many features of the local Universe and show the standard trend where the higher mass galaxies disappear much faster at higher redshift. FIG. 3 .-Mass density vs redshift for GDDS galaxies (solid circles) at z 1 and from Cole et al. (2001) (open circles) in the local Universe (we takez = 0.1). We plot the cumulative mass density of galaxies more massive than a given mass threshold. Photometric estimates of the total mass density from Fontana et al. (2003) and Dickinson et al. (2003) which are claimed to be total are also plotted (filled squares; opens squares). The solid lines show the same quantity from the GALFORM model. The shaded region shows the result of integrating the Universal UV-derived SFH without and with a dust correction.
From this comparison we conclude the following:
1. Massive galaxies ( 10 10.5 M ⊙ ) are still quite abundant at z > 1.6 in contradiction with this model.
2. The rate of evolution appears to be independent of mass: giant galaxies decline at the same, slow, rate as the smaller ones, again in diagreement with this model.
3. We note that the GALFORM models displayed here considerably overshoot the local measured mass density in order to get the z ∼ 1 mass density approximately right. If the models were to be normalized to match the local mass density at z = 0 they would fail to match our data even at z = 1. Clearly at z > 1 the problem with the most massive galaxies becomes rather worse and more difficult to reconcile with the data.
The simplest model that matches our data for giant galaxies is early formation of a large fraction of the stellar constituents followed by modest additional growth. This is at odds with the paradigm of late formation. The evidence from galaxy clustering locally (Percival et al. 2001) and from the Cosmic Microwave Background at high redshift (Spergel et al. 2003) strongly support the basic ΛCDM picture, which seems to correctly explain the abundance and clustering of dark matter haloes. (However see McGaugh (2004) for an alternative point of view). Is there a paradox? The answer is 'probably not', because failures in these particular models do not necessarily imply a failure in ΛCDM ; the total baryon mass budget is not violated.
12 As we lack a general model for star formation in galaxies, the problem probably lies in the analytical prescription used in converting baryons into stars. Some way has to be found to make star-formation more efficient at early times for the more massive galaxies to counteract the increasing scarcity of their haloes. Improved hydrodynamic simulations incorporating more sophisticated treament in the ISM physics have in fact predicted that within the framework of ΛCDM models as much as 70% of the total stellar mass density was already in place by z=1 (Negamine et al. (2004) ; also see Gao et al. (2004) and Somerville, Primack, & Faber (2001) ). We note that a similar mechanism may needed to explain the sizes of high-redshift disks, c.f. Lilly et al. (1998) but they must avoid making z > 1 galaxies too blue (Somerville et al. 2003; Stanford et al. 2004) . Such mechanisms can be probably be found. However, we also point out that our data would be compatible with a non-hierarchical picture, simply because the observed galaxy evolution is independent of mass.
What is clear is that we have spectroscopically identified a z ∼ 2 population, already mostly assembled, which is a very plausible precursor of current day massive elliptical galaxies. Late formation is ruled out (in contradiction for example with Zepf (1997) ). An unresolved question is what do these become at still higher redshifts? There must be a yet undiscovered epoch of formation when these massive old galaxies did assemble. The known high-z high-SFR sources do not appear to suffice. z ∼ 3 Lyman break galaxies do not appear massive enough (Papovich, Dickinson, & Ferguson 2001 ) and the submm sources peak at z = 2 (Chapman, Blain, Ivison, & Smail 2003) which is too close in time. In any case, it is clear that the increasing wealth of data from sources such as the Gemini Deep Deep Survey will drive increasingly sophisticated models of galaxy evolution.
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